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Follow us on
facebook
and Like
our page
Join the Conversation!
WE’VE
GOT
MORE!

• Get informed, read, comment and share
the news you like.
• Check out our weekly Remember When
Features and Photo Flashbacks.
• Get The Winning Edge Magazine in your
facebook feed.

https://www.facebook.com/thewinningedgemagazine
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WHAT’S
Industry News

Introducing Ultimax®XP Belts by Timken

SPRINGFIELD, Missouri: — Timken Belts has
introduced a new premium quality line of drive belts
for UTVs and Side-by-Sides. Ultimax®XP belts are
engineered for added strength, reliability and extreme performance. Comprised of 23 part numbers,
each Ultimax XP belt is designed for optimum performance on a specific demanding application.
The Ultimax XP belt was developed for today’s
high-powered vehicles and is backed by a three year
warranty: www.ultimaxbelts.com/warranty. Maintenance personnel and end users can find the correct
belt part number for their application by using the
“belt finder” tool at: http://www.ultimaxbelts.com/beltfinder.
Timken Belts is a major supplier of CVT drive belts
to ATV and snowmobile OE manufacturers. Proudly
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manufactured in the USA, the Ultimax family includes Ultimax MAX, Ultimax PRO and Ultimax XS
snowmobile drive belts; Ultimax HQ, Ultimax UA and
Ultimax XP drive belts for ATVs, UTVs and SxSs;
and Ultimax MD (Multi-Duty) belts.

About The Timken Company
The Timken Company (NYSE: TKR; www.timken.
com) engineers, manufactures and markets bearings, gear drives, belts, chain, couplings, lubrication
systems and related products, and offers a spectrum of powertrain rebuild and repair services. The
leading authority on tapered roller bearings, Timken
today applies its deep knowledge of metallurgy,
tribology and mechanical power transmission across
a variety of bearings and related systems to improve
the reliability and efficiency of machinery and equipment all around the world. The company’s growing
product and services portfolio features many strong
industrial brands including Timken®, Fafnir®, Philadelphia Gear®, Groeneveld®, Drives® and Lovejoy®. Known for its quality products and collaborative
technical sales model, Timken posted $3 billion in
sales in 2017. With more than 15,000 employees
operating from 33 countries, Timken makes the world
more productive and keeps industry in motion.
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Work holding for the
craftsman or technician.
Patent pending.

Have you needed a way of holding something
securely at a convenient work height?

Look no further, Hold-it Industries has it! We
developed a work holding, quick-change system
that can hold literally a ton of an endless array of
tools and fixtures.
The work holding pedestal provides a craftsman or technician with a means of holding various quick-change fixtures rigidly, a convenient
height for a 360-degree unobstructed work area.
The work holding pedestal mounts to the floor
(usually concrete) with four bolts, which can
easily be removed and stored out of the way.
The design has had various changes, to get just
the right feel. An array of quick-change features,
such as a common vice can be removed from a
storage area and easily be attached to the work
holding pedestal. In a production or work service
station, having a quick-change fixture holding
device could make for improved quality and production.
There are many tool manufacturers that have
special tools or fixtures that have their own
unique holding device. Often times, these holding devices get mounted to a workbench, which
takes up valuable workbench space, and usually have a limited amount of holding force. The
universal work holding system will hold nearly
any special tool or fixture. We can manufacturer
nearly any adapter you may need. The holding
device will hold components for precision work
yet have the ability to hold material for rough
work. The shank of the fixture would usually be
selected from one of two shank types. A round
shank would be selected for rotating the fixture
and securing it in a selected position, a round
shank would produce a limited rotating resistance when locked in position.
Selecting a square shank however would provide a tremendous amount of rotational resistance. Our work holding system may be the “the
industry standard” for holding tools and fixtures.
4 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS
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Vintage S
Show & Swap Meet

February 16, 2019

RACING ON 1/2 MILE OVAL
29 CLASSES

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Admission $5.00
Fri. Night Early Registration: 4 p.m. to dark
Sat. Race Registration: 8-10 a.m. • Racing: 11 a.m.
Show Registration: 8 a.m. • Trophies: 1 p.m.
Swap Meet: 8 a.m.

Concessions Available

Presented by the
MARION SNOWMOBILE CLUB

FOR RACE RULES AND INFO:

www.marionvintagesnowmobileclub.com
Facebook: Marion Vintage Snowmobile Club

Marion Fairgrounds / Veterans Memorial Park
Marion, Michigan, 49665
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WHAT’S
Racing News

Wins the Pro
Factory 600
At the Naytahwaush 100

Moorhead, Minn. – Polaris rider, Taylor Bunke captures the number one position and teammate Aaron
Christensen clinches third in the Pro Factory 600 at the
USXC Naytahwaush 100.
The sun was out on Saturday and so was the trail
groomer. The Nightriders Snowmobile club decided to
groom the track and pack it down versus plow for the Ice
Lemans Course. There was over a foot of wet, heavy
snow on the lake, making for a grueling course. These
professional drivers would have a tough decision to
make. Do you set up for Ice? Or set up for a cross country race? The Bunke boys went to the drawing board to
compute a winning combination.
Saturday USXC officials decided to try something new:
6 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

A Semi Pro vs. Pro Shoot out. This would be a race
consisting of the top four Semi-Pro drivers and four selected Pro drivers to compete at a heads up race. Taylor
Bunke was one of the four selected by USXC officials.
The Semi-Pro riders left the line, while the Pros had to
wait 10 seconds to be released. Bunke had his eye on
the flagman like an eagle on his prey. He shot off the
line inching himself closer to the first flight of sleds; one
by one he picked them off. He would consistently make
up time after each lap. The white flag flew and number
fourteen put the hammer down to pass the leader for the
win.
Sunday would bring some challenges with flat light,
slush and a trenched out track. There were 22 riders
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signed up to take the green flag Sunday afternoon for the
Pro Factory 600. Taylor Bunke was set to leave the line
in the number eleven position. The green flag dropped
and so did Bunkes throttle. It took him a couple laps to
find his groove and he did just that. Bunke clicked off the
fastest lap of the day on lap number three and didn’t look
back. “I knew he had it,” said his father Gabe Bunke.
“He was driving that sled so hard into every corner and
it just worked.” Bunke was determined and kept pushing until the end, each lap he would set a new course
record. “The Walker Evans Shocks were amazing, the
harder I pushed the sled the better they worked and my
clutching was spot on. It pulled out of every corner and
it never fell off the whole race. I couldn’t be happier how
my dad clutched this sled for me. It was so much fun to
drive,” said Taylor at the end of the race. The checkered
flag was out and it would be Taylor Bunke on his Polaris
in the number one position, followed by Arctic Cat rider
Chad Lian and rounding off the podium would be teammate Aaron Christensen on his Polaris 600 switchback.
Bunke had a smile on his face but not as big as his dad,
Gabe Bunke. “Watching your kids succeed is an amazing feeling. It is fun to win; but, when your kids are out on
the track you just hope they are focused and have a solid
run” says Gabe Bunke. “This is a family affair for us. We

THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

all support each other and work together as a team. Taylor is a determined young man who has been dreaming
of this moment and I am so glad to be a part of it.”
This is the final race of the year for the USXC circuit.
The Bunke boys are already counting down the days for
next year. They will bring this momentum into the 20182019 race season.
For more info on Bunke Racing visit www.bunkeracing.
com. You can also follow Bunke Racing on Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/BunkeRacing
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Multiple class titles highlight solid 2018 season
for Ingles Performance snocross team

Hunter Patenaude
PHOENIX, N.Y. - Multi-time snocross champions Ingles Performance capped another strong
season on the tracks over the weekend, celebrating more class championships in the East Coast
Snocross (ECS) series finale at Bousquet Mountain in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
Among the many highlights for the Ski-doo
powered team was the first career Pro title for
Vermont native Leo Patenaude. As his younger
brother Hunter was honing his skills on the ISOC
national tour, Leo went about the business of winning races and landing on the podium.
“It was an amazing season for our entire team,”
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

Patenaude said. “I had to fight off the challenge
of Mike Pilotte every week; he was fast even after
three years away from the sport. My sled ran
strong all winter long, and my team kept it dialed
in for all kinds of track and weather conditions.
“Earning this title means a great deal to me. It’s
all I ever dreamed about as a kid watching the
stars of that era. To have finally claimed a Pro
crown of my own is satisfying beyond words. I
really appreciate the chance to accomplish that
goal.”
Pro Women rider Alissah Ashline also had a
stellar season aboard her Ski-doo MXZ 600RS E-
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AlissaH Ashline

Leo Patenaude

TEC. The native of Hartland, Vermont, won most
of her finals, locking up the points championship
with a comfortable margin.
“I had an amazing winter with my Ingles Performance team,” Ashline said. “My brother and I put
the hard work into training for this season, and it
definitely paid off. I’m extremely happy and proud
to have earned the ECS Pro Women championship.
Alissah’s brother Adam was the man to beat all
season long in the Junior classes. He won more
finals than any of his rivals, running away with
three separate class points titles with ease. He
faced stiff competition every week, yet his finelyhoned skills and laser-sharp focus allowed him to
prevail.

Margo Travaglini

Like us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/thewinningedgemagazine
“Specialists at
guided tours at
the next level”
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MOTTO
“You might not
know where
you’re going but
you’ll know where
you’ve been”

810-629-1299

www.darksideadventures.com
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A-1 Upholstery & Repair

989-845-7906 • 989-845-4785 • Fax 989-845-7923

FREE ESTIMATES • PICK-UP & DELIVERY
Residential & Commercial Fabric & Supplies
Canvas Replacement and Repair
Furniture •Antiques •Woodworking •Restoration •Caning
Cars •Trucks •Boats •RV’s • Snowmobiles
Covers • Seats
Custom Sewing Clothing Alterations and Repairs

*** Custom Embroidery ***

6905 E. North Ridge Road • New Lothrup, MI 48460
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“To see my brother sweep the Junior Sport
12-15, Jr. 14-15 and Jr. 16-17 class titles makes
this season even more amazing. We couldn’t
have done it without the entire Ingles team and
their great sponsors, along with our parents,
family members and friends who came to support us.”
Ashline says there are some other special
folks behind the scenes who are key to her success.
“We also need to thank our biggest fans, the
Beland family, who made it possible for us to
www.formulax-1.com
win eight championships this season.”
Team co-owner Robin Ingles couldn’t be happier with what all of her riders
accomplished.
“I’m so proud of how hard
these kids worked all season,”
Ingles said. “They all jumped
onto a brand new sled from
Ski-doo and made it work. Leo
and Marco were amazing all
winter in Pro, I’m so glad to have
Marco racing with us. Alissah
and Adam made it look easy at
times, but winning is hard.
“Mike and I are lucky to have
such a great group of riders and
sponsors that make this level of
success a reality. We’re blessed
to have good people involved,
Everything about an Ultimax belt is designed to deliver superior performance and
they all work hard to go racdependability. On the track or on the trail, you can depend on Ultimax. Champions
choose Ultimax, the same belt available from your local powersports dealer.
ing all winter. I congratulate our
class champions, and appreciUltiMAX
ate the effort all of our riders put
Improved design for greater flexibility and cooler running.
Designed for machines under 500cc. One year warranty.
in over the season.”
Made in USA.
Ingles Performance would
like to thank its valued marketUltimax PRO
Delivers enhanced performance and longer belt life.
ing partners for their continued
The advanced design dissipates heat and boosts flexibility.
support; including Ski-doo, XPS,
One year warranty. Made in USA.
Woody’s, C&A Pro Skis, ROX
Ultimax XS
Speed FX, VP Racing Fuels, Fly
Peak power and efficiency for screamin’ high-performance.
Racing, 139designs.com, Moto
Purpose-built for high horsepower sleds. Specially
Tassinari, NGK Spark Plugs, Cyformulated rubber compound found in no other snowmobile
belt. One year warranty. Made in USA.
clops Cameras, the Ale-n-Angus
Pub, and Triple 9 Optics. WithThe Ultimax family includes UltiMAX, Ultimax PRO and Ultimax XS
snowmobile belts; Ultimax ATV and Ultimax ATV HQ drive belts for
out all of you, such an amazing
ATVs, UTVs and SxSs; and Ultimax MD (Multi-Duty).
2018 season would not have
been possible.
ultimaxbelts.com
For more information, please
Find the right belt for your machine
go to www.inglesperformance.
with our easy-to-use Belt Finder:
com.

231-369-4300

Performance Driven!
Performance Proven!
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Chuck, Allen, Mike and Steve Decker

Team Deckers

2018 Hall-of-Fame inductees
Longtime coming, and way unfairly overdue,
each and every Decker family member finally
took their rightful place in Snowmobile Racing’s
Hall-of-Fame. Inducted as Team Decker, all the
Decker’s took to the stage to be honored at the
ceremonial event. Team Decker, comprised of
Richard, Audrey, and sons, Steve, Mike, Allen
and Chuck, are acknowledged as: ‘The Winningest Race Team in Snowmobile History’
and ‘The First Family of Snowmobiling.’
The acceptance plaque that will now hang on
the walls of the snowmobile HOF in St. Germain, WI, reads as follows:
The Decker Family from Marshfield Wis., are
regarded as the sport’s winningest race team
and the “First Family of Snowmobiling.” Richard (Dick), Audrey and sons Steve, Mike, Allen
and Chuck represent an integral cornerstone
to snowmobile competition. Over the past five
decades they have immersed themselves in
virtually every facet of the sport, but it was their
fierce competitiveness, sportsmanship and
success in oval competition that forged the
Decker name into snowmobile racing’s record
books.
Team Decker began their auspicious climb in
12 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

The deckers recieving their award.
Left-Right: allen, chuck, audrey, mike, steve & richard.

snowmobile competition in 1965, with all members competing beginning in 1969. As a team
they amassed an unprecedented number of
victories in all forms of racing, but most notably
in USSA and Sno-Pro competition, where each
family member won multiple titles and championships. Each member of the family ultimately
contributed to their great racing, including such
notable accomplishments as a Women’s World
Championship (Audrey 1971); undefeated
perfect season in stock competition (Steve
- 1971); ten Eagle River Class Championships and seven World Series Championships
(Mike); Sno-Pro Driver of the Year and USSA

© 2018 Reproduction Prohibited
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White Pine
Lodge
906-387-1111

Christmas, Michigan
The best trails in the Midwest
right from your door!
48 Clean Comfortable Guest Rooms
Queen Beds & King Suites
Deluxe Continental Breakfast
Oversized Jacuzzi
Outdoor BBQ/Fire pit area
24 HR Gas/Convenience Store / ATM / WiFi
Snowmobile Rentals
ORV / SNOW Trail Access and Permits
Short Walk to Casino, Steakhouse and Bar

THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE
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White Pine Lodge
E 7889 W. M28
Christmas, MI 49862
Hansen Munising
Properties LLC. DBA

info@whitepinelodgeonline.com
www.whitepinelodgeonline.com
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number one ranked driver (Allen); Eagle River
World Championship (1987) and winner of the
F1 versus F3 Shootout (Chuck); and members
of the Ski-Doo Factory Sno-Pro team (Mike
and Allen 1978-79/Allen 1980-81).
The Decker Family also made a lasting
impact on the sport of snowmobiling off the
track, as the family branched out into new
ventures including a prominent and successful motorsports dealership (1971-1982); a
world-renowned snowmobile touring operation (1981 to present)); a championship caliber snowmobile performance manufacturing
business (1981-2002); and the acquisition and
revitalization of the famed Eagle river World
Championship Derby Race Track in 1985 (to
present),

The Nest

Two Bedroom Vacation Rental
on the water by the day or week

The decker Family: Left: Richard; Seated: Audrey;
Left to Right: Allen, Chuck, Mike and Steve.

For more info contact
Jan or Harold Bailey

BELOW:The Decker boys - Chuck, Allen, Mike and Steve.

906-635-5134

www.blueheronﬁshingcharters.com

blueheronﬁshingcharters@gmail.com

906-293-9330
222 Newberry Ave,
Newberry, MI 49868
Owner - Steve Maki
sjmakisports@yahoo.com
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• motorsports access
• archery
• bikes
• guns
• sporting goods
• repair
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Benzie Manistee Snowbirds

CELEBRATING

YEARS

We are a dedicated
volunteer
organization who
maintains a system
of snowmobile trails
stretching over 164
miles in three
counties and
connects with
several other trails
in the region.

We Love
Snowmobiling !

General Information

• Club meetings - ﬁrst Wednesday of each month,
7 p.m. - club house.
• Anyone can join the club and become a member.
• Yearly donation - $25.00
• We encourage members to get involved and
volunteer helping with events held at the club
house and in our community.

Benzie Manistee Snowbirds
14121 Industrial Dr. • Kaleva, Michigan
www.benziemanisteesnowbirds.com
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE
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Benzie Manistee Snowbirds
Design by Sherry Landon, The Winning Edge Magazine
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Swap & Show Moving to Mt. Pleasant, MI July 28th

By Steve Landon

Farwell, Michigan; - Vintage snowmobile enthusiasts have
been gathering on the grounds of Eagle Crest Homes and the
Farwell Thrift Store & Flea Market the last six years for “Sleddin’ at a Jack” held during
the Farwell Lumberjack
Festival in July. Sadly the
property was sold after the
dust settled on the 2017
event leaving Jack and his
sleds homeless after efforts
find a new site locally failed.
Realizing time was running out for 2018 promoter
Bernie Blain and his family announced in The Clare
County Review April 5th
edition, Sledder Jack would
not be back, however, the
family pointed out the door
was open to another location
if one could be found in time.
Thankfully that door opened Jack will be back July 28th in
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan.

and family it was decided to hold the event during the Farwell
Lumberjack festival when several visitors were in the area.
Steve and Sherry Landon publishers of The Winning Edge
Magazine came up with the shows name, designed fliers, event
buttons plus helped with media promotion. Bernie used some

of his many talents to create
an axe toting mascot called
“Sledder Jack” to stick with
the lumberjack theme. Since
the event began Bernie,
his beautiful wife Brenda,
along with their children and
grandchildren have worked
tirelessly to produce what
had become one of the best
summer vintage snowmobile
swap and shows in Michigan.
“We had hoped to find
another place big enough to
hold the Jack in the Farwell
area, one we would not have
to charge spectators just
©
to park. The Farwell Fairgrounds would have been
Massey Ferguson Snowmobiles will be the 2018 Featured
a great location, however,
it was just too expensive to
make.
rent. The move to Mt. Pleasant Speedway not only allows us to
Shortly after the Clare County Review came out Mt. Pleaskeep our traditional swap and show going it gives us a chance
ant Speedway owner Betty Crook was on the phone offering
to do some additional events that were not possible at our Farto host the event at the popular speedway just off U.S. 27. In
well location. The addition of the vintage grass drags to the mix
addition to the traditional swap and show the track offered to
will help bring race fans and visitors that otherwise might not
add vintage snowmobile grass drags to the schedule. After disattend a show and swap. We’re really excited about this year’s
cussing it with Bernie and Brenda Blain and working out a few
event, we can’t begin to thank Betty Crook enough for allowing
details the decision was made have Old Jack load up his sleds
us to use her historic facility”, Brenda Blain said.
and head to M.P.
The ever-popular snowmobile swap meet will once again
Sleddin’ at the Jack was born back in 2012, the brainchild
provide the perfect place to sell or buy vintage and current
of vintage snowmobile enthusiasts, racer and Sno-Jet snowsnowmobile, parts, clothing, memorabilia or pick up a nice projmobile collector Bernie Blain of Lake. Working with his friends
16 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS
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Roger Britt roars down the front strech at the 1978
Alpena Thunder Bay 250 driving for “Team Highland” of
Maruib, MI.,The former driver, MIRA / Soo I-500 flagman. and
1992 Michigan .Motor Sports Hall of Fame Inductee will be
honored at this years show.
ect sled to restore for the upcoming winter season. If you have
an old snowmobile or old related items setting around collecting dust don’t throw them out, bring them on down to the swap
meet and turn them into cash. The swap fee is just $5.00 plus

non-perishable food item.
Over the years the Jack has featured a particular make of
snowmobile. The tradition will continue this year with Massey
Ferguson Snowmobiles being the featured make. In addition
featured sled all makes and models of snowmobiles are welcome.
Roger Britt of Augres, Mich., will be this year’s Racer Tribute
honoree. During his prestigious career Britt raced snowmobiles
with “Team Highland” and St. John and Company on Arctic Cat,
and Felzke Farms on Polaris, he won the Soo I-500 Senior
Classic on a Yamaha driving for Eichenberg Racing, he is also
a past Eagle River World Championship Vintage Senior Class
Champion. In addition to countless wins on the oval Britt is a
past Michigan Motor Sports HOF inductee (with Team Highland) and a current Michigan Motor Sports H.O.F. board member. During his prestigious career off the track he served as the
Soo I-500 and MIRA head flagman, he even flagged at vintages
races at the Marion Snowfest one year. Beyond snowmobiles,
Roger is past auto racing flagman at Whittemore Speedway
and other tracks. A graduate of Central Michigan University,
Britt raced snowmobiles on the Mt. Pleasant Speedway oval
back in 1980 for “Team Highland” in the Budweiser Classic.
“Sleddin’ at the Jack” will be held rain or shine. Admission is
free to the public, swap fee $5.00 plus a non-perishable food
item. Admission is free for show sleds. For more about the
show and swap contact Bernie Blain at 517-588-9157 Cell or
by e-mail bernieblain@rocketmail.com Make sure to check out
Sleddin’ at the Jack on face book.

Straight-line Racin’ Coming to the Jack July 28th

©

Vintage Drag sleds will be launching off the line this year at Sleddin’with the Jack 2018 in Mt. Pleasant, Michigan.
Snowmobile ice and grass drag racing was huge from the late
1980’s through much of the early 2000’s, however, a sluggish
economy, increasing travel, equipment and associated competition costs, mild winters and changing interests led to a major
decline in the number of competitors and tracks. Once highpowered straight-line speed machines sat silent in forgotten garages and barns around the U.S. and Canada. Today snowmobile drag racing along with those old machines is coming back
with a vengeance thanks to continued and growing interest in
vintage snowmobile racing by drivers, fans, engine builders and
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

aftermarket equipment manufactures. In Mt. Pleasant vintage
drag racer, show promoter and ski-doo collector Eddie Korbinski of Houghton Lake, Mich., will help to return snowmobile
drag racing to Mt. Pleasant Speedway as part of Sleddin’ with
the Jack.
Dust off your old sleds, race equipment and come on out
to Mt. Pleasant Speedway Saturday July 28th. Vintage drag
classes cover sleds 1970 to 2002. Vintage 1970 –1987; Classic
1988 - 2002. For additional information contact Eddie Korbinski
at 989-202-5231

© 2018 Reproduction Prohibited
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Snowmobile Racing Returns to
Historic Michigan Fairgrounds

©

Story & Photo’s by
Steve Landon
©

D.J.Whitmer grabbed the
Checkered flag in the 120cc
Class on an Arctic Cat.

Marion, Michigan,
February 21 & 22,
2009 - The last time
snowmobile racers converged on the Marion
Fairgrounds gas was
75 - 80 cents a gallon,
Gerald R. Ford was
President and Michigan
lost to USC in the Rose
Bowl 14-6, the year was
1977. Since that time
the old track has been
silent during the winter
months, her racing days
all but a memory, so
people thought. Thanks
to a dedicated bunch
of vintage snowmobile
enthusiasts snowmobile
racing has returned to
the old fairgrounds with

18 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

©

“Best of Show” Dale Laarman of McBain, MI on his 1970
Panther Montana Big Pipe 760.

modern day drivers chewing up the ice on sleds very similar
to those raced 30 years ago.
Presented by the Marion Vintage Snowmobile Club the 1st
Annual Snow-Fest featured 25 lap vintage races, swap meet
and a vintage show on Saturday followed by a vintage ride
Sunday morning from Marion High School.
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Lafe Blain #60 Wins the 340 Twin Cylinder class.

Open Class winner
Rich Laughlin had
to put a little extra
effort into keeping
his seat on.

©

High School Senior Jacob Schoch
- 17, dusted off his 1969 Chaparral
for a run on the oval.The old
sled turned in an impressive
performance.

©
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Featured Sleds
Massey Ferguson
All Other Makes Welcome!

Held Rain
or Shine

NEW LOCATION

Vintage

GRASS DRAGS

DETAILS: 989-202-5231
fasteddies1266@yahoo.com

Gates Open 8:00 a.m.
Registration 9:00 a.m.
Awards 1:00 p.m.

ADMISSION

TRIBUTE TO ROGER BRITT

Enduro Racing Flagman - Team Highland Driver - Hall of Famer

INFO: CALL BERNIE BLAIN - 517-588-9157 cell

E-MAIL: bernieblain@rocketmail.com
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Mt. Pleasant Speedway
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan
TIME
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Swap Fee $5.00 plus a
non-perishable food item.
Free Show Sled Admission.
Free Admission to the public
Camping Available

Photo by Steve Landon • Design Courtesy of “The Winning Edge Magazine” • Sherry Landon, Farwell, MI • 989-588-9213
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Ideal winter weather in January allowed volunteers to build
a premier racetrack with enough ice to make any diehard
racer happy. Unfortunately a Mid February thaw with a little
rain mixed in raised havoc causing a few ruts and holes. Not
ones to give up crews took advantage of several snow piles
around the area. Dumping white gold on the track they were
able to fill in and groom the rough spots making for an excellent snow and ice surface.
Having fought and won the battle to save the event, Mother Nature decided to kick in with a blast of winter Saturday
dumping close to a foot of snow on the area complete with
gusting winds. While the weather may have cut into attendance a bit, the hardy fans in the stands had a great time
cheering on racers young and old as they rounded the oval
at blistering speeds. Older fans on hand could almost picture
scenes of drivers like, Dave Yarhouse, Dana Wiltse, Danny
Hayes, Roger Andersen, Diane Miller and others from days
gone by racing around the oval at the Annual Enduro so long
ago. Everyone agreed time had gone by much too fast.
Team Highland of Marion, Mich., winner of several and
championships back in the 1970’s and early 80’s under the
direction of the late Basil Niver showed fans they still love
snowmobile racing, in fact Don, Brian Niver and many past

©

team and family members were on hand to help out and
take part in the action. Team Highland was the first snowmobile race team to ever be inducted into the Michigan MotorSports Hall of Fame back in 1992. Currently Basil’s son Don
is collecting and restoring many of the teams old race sleds,
he also has plans to replicate the teams old semi-trailer
using many of the original items from the old rig. If plans go
accordingly, the trailer complete with race sleds will be on
display at the A-1 Swap & Show November 6 & 7, 2009 in
New Lothrop, Mich., The team will also be recognized at this
years show for their contribution’s to the sport.
While action on the track drew a great deal of attention,
back behind the grandstand displayers were showing off
their pride and joy’s to visitors. Sixty vintage sleds from the
very rare to the common trail machine where on hand to
bring back memories of day’s gone bye. Show Winners; Oldest Sled - Ron Lingaur, Traverse City MI - 1961Sears • Best
Original - Josh Teare , Marion MI - 1973 Alouette Eliminator
295 • Best Restored - Mike McGillian, Hemlock MI - Raider
• Best of Show, Dale Laarman, McBain MI - 1970 Panther
Montana Big Pipe 760.
One very successful event behind them, the Marion Vintage Snowmobile Club is hard at work making plans for the
Second Annual Marion Snow-Fest set for February 20, 2010
For details or to get involved with the club call Rich at 231743-6402 or Dave at 231-620-8283 for more information.
Sponsors of the 2009 Snow-Fest were; C & C Engraving
• Laughlin Cycle Supply • Niver Sand & Gravel • Village of
Marion, Michigan • McCrimmon’s Farm & Feed • Eisenga
Farms • Gernaat Family Farm • Holton’s L.P. Gas • Christie’s
Potting Shed • Marion Shell • Dague’s Upholstery Shop
• Flemming Clothing • Marion Laundromat • Mike’s Body
FEBRUARY 21, 2009
25 LAP MINI-ENDURO

D.J.Whitmer grabbed the
Checkered flag in the 120cc
Class on an Arctic Cat.

©

Winner of 440 Twin Randy Wright #10.

340 SINGLE CYLINDER.1.
MARK HOFFEMAN #2
- ARCTIC CAT 2. ERIC
JOHNSON #236 - ARCTIC CAT, MCBAIN MI 3.
RANDY WRIGHT #10 SKI-DOO, INTERLOCHEN,
MI
340 TWIN CYLINDER
1. LAFE BLAIN #60 - ARCTIC CAT, LAKE MI
440 TWIN
1. RANDY WRIGHT #10 SKI-DOO, INTERLOCHEN
MI 2. TODD COLE #11
- RUPP, CADILLAC MI. 3.
MARK DOWNING #06 ARCTIC CAT, MARION MI
4.BRANDON VEDDLER #9
- ARCTIC CAT, MCBAIN MI
OPEN
1ST PLACE RICH LAUGHLIN- SKI-DOO, MARION MI

©

©
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Full of joy, Mark Hoffeman
#2 happily accepts his 340
Single Cylinder win.
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Visit the World Snowmobile Headquarters

It’s More than a Snowmobile Museum!
FREE Admission with donations kindly accepted.

World Championship Snowmobile Derby Hall of Fame
53 years of Derby Race History, Championship Sleds,
Radloff Derby Gallery and more Racing Photos.

International Snowmobile Hall Of Fame
Honors 105 pioneers, volunteers, industry leaders and promoters
who together created and sustain this sport... see their induction photo
plaques on display. View their stories here and also on www.ishof.com

Over 65 Snowmobiles on display

See a unique mix of Antique and Vintage recreation and race machines.
Vintage Clothing, Helmets, Patches and other Memorabilia.

Home to Snowmobile groups and organizations
• Trail Sponsor Sno Eagles Pitstop #18 • Groomer of the Year • Club of the Year
• Gift Shop • Iron Dog Brigade • Thirsty Dogs • Women on Snow
• Snowmobile USA Show & Sale • ISR International Snowmobile Racing Inc.
Gift Shop: History Books, Clothing, DVDs, Jewelry, Mugs & More!

1521 North Railroad St. • Eagle River, WI

Just North of Derby Track on Hwy 45 • Open Mon. through Sat. • 10am to 4pm

(715) 479-2186
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

www.worldsnowmobilehq.com
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Heavy snow
didn’t keep
fans and
displayers
from the
vintage show
where several
unique sleds
were on
display.

©

Todd Seelye
created the
“Worlds Best
Ice Shanty”
using his
vintage ski-doo
Alpine as a base.

©

©

©

Shop • Chuck’s Bump & Paint • Pollington Machine &
Tool • All Vehicle Sales & Sales • Robinson Hardware •
Lake Effect Saw & Tool • DJ’s Heating & Cooling • Marion FOE 4087 Aux. • Hackers Yamaha & Honda • Payless Trash Removal • Louie Bilt Performance • Marion
Jiffy • Marion Lumber • Truck Custom • C.P. Oneida
22 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

Bows • Horseshoe Bar • Flashback Café • Kountry Kettle
• Riverview Hotel • Insurance Lab • The B. Blain Family •
Buckhorn Bar • Leota Mini Mart • H & H Construction • B
& D Embroidery • Vogel Center Fab • Marion FOE 4087 •
Chuck Corners • Shananjac’s Pizza • Ideal Tavern • U.S.
Air Force
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Award winners: Mike McGillian, Hemlock MI, Raider - Mark
Hoffeman 340 single cylinder race winner - D.J.Whitmer
120cc class race winner - Oldest Sled, Ron Lingaur,
Traverse City MI - 1961 Sears Jeff Johnson standing in for
340 single cylinder runner-up Eric johnson, #236, Arctic
Cat, McBain, MI.
Victory was
not in the
cards for
Don Niver’s
Grandson
Bandon
Veddler
who
experience
problems
going into
turn one.

©

Brandon Veddler #6 and Jordan Oudman #9 make final
adjustments under the watchful eye of Team Highland
legend Don Niver.

TEAM

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada

Ted
Ritchie

Sponsors:

#150

Rivercity Motorsports
Lemieux Composting
M&M Food Product
MW Welding
Algoma Industrial
Northern Fencing
Jiggerz Exaust
Raker Hydraulics and Machine
Northern Potty
Roy Graham Trucking
Waylan Dickinson Trucking
Excel Auto
Your Place Jon

Brandon
Lemieux

© 2017 Design by Sherry Landon
2017 Brandon lemuix 4x6 Card.indd 1
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Your sled might be studded,
but what about your…
boots/bike

side-by-side

Visit WoodysTraction.com to stud your
footwear, tires, or tracks* today!

loader

tractor

WoodysTraction.com • woodys@wiem.com • Hope, MI, USA

*Not inteded for use in snowmobile tracks.
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE
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Marion Snowfest
One of the most beautiful scenes in snowmobiling took
place in Marion when 45 vintage snowmobile riders
carrying the American flag came around the oval for
the National Anthem at this year’s Marion Snowfest.

10 Years later, still going strong
By Steve Landon
Marion, Mich., - February 17, 2018; Ten years ago
a bunch of area snowmobile enthusiast’s got together to return snowmobile racing to the Marion
fairgrounds for the first time since December
31, 1977 when the last Marion 150 Enduro
ran on the historic oval. On a stormy snowy
Saturday in February 2009 a small gathering
of enthusiast’s, collectors and snowmobile
racers came together for an informal day of
grass roots racing and showing sleds from
days gone bye. Little did anyone know at the
time, that little hometown Snowfest would go
on to become the biggest and best winter vintage snowmobile event in Northern lower Michigan featuring a swap, meet, show and vintage
racing.
Presented by the Marion Snowmobile Club, the Marion
Snowfest continues to be one of those must attend events
for winter sports fans who love snowmobiles, history, racing and
more.
Following a pair of exceptionally mild winters that left the ice
oval slushy and the grounds wet and muddy, Mother Nature finally
let old man winter out of the closet to work his magic. While the
snow pack was down due to a recent thaw overall the grounds
had a nice coating of white to put visitors in the winter spirit.
Thanks to temperatures in the upper 20’s the ice was hard making
for exceptionally fast speeds in all race classes.
Partly cloudy skies greeted fans, racers, swappers and vintage
snowmobile collectors who began arriving before sunrise looking
to get in a little shopping and visiting before racing action began.
Thanks to hard work and excellent promotion the 10th Annual
Marion Snowfest enjoyed the biggest crowd in event history. On
the racetrack a record 295 entries took to the oval with each entry
racing in one or more of the 29 classes offered. In the show arena
a record 102 vintage snowmobiles were on display, among them
this years featured make Sno-Jet. In the swap arena the number
24 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

of vendors offering great late season deals were also up.
Ryan Blain of Lake Mich., returned to direct the
vintage snowmobile show. Working with several
volunteers Blain put on another outstanding
event featuring rare and common snowmobiles.
The 2018 feature make, Sno-Jet along with
other brands were judged by two U.S Army
veterans who volunteered for the unenviable
task of picking winners out of a field of truly
beautifully custom, restored and unrestored
snowmobiles from days gone bye.
When judging was all said and done
awards were given to the following classes;
Best Original – Jim Pugh – Grand Rapids, MI
– 1975 Arctic Cat 440 Z, Best Display – Scott
Havercroft – Greenbush, Mi. – 1968 Arctic Cat
Stretch Limo, Best Race Sled – Kelly Welling of
Paris, MI – 1979 Sno-Pro Scorpion, Best Featured
Sled – Rich Kepler – Marion NY – Sno-Jet Thunder Jet
Collection Best Mini Sled – Rich Kepler – Marion NY – Mini
Jet. Best of Show -Terry Church -Ravenna MI – 1965 Arctic Cat,
Best Restored – Terry Church -Ravenna MI 1968 Sno Jet. Oldest
Sled – Dennis Slezak – Fruitport MI – 1963 Arctic Cat 250, Adema
Award – Bernie Blain – Lake MI- 1973 Sno-Jet Thunder Jet!
A new award was created this year to honor someone of significance pertaining to the shows Featured Sled. For 2018 the
show honored late Sno-Jet racer Jim Adema and wife Patty with
an Adema Award. Patty Adema who also raced Sno-Jet presented
the award to Bernie Blain a long time Sno-Jet collector.
Vintage show director and U.S. Army Veteran Ryan Blain who
introduced something new and much appreciated to the pre-race
opening ceremonies in 2017 returned this year with a another very
moving pre race program. Moments after the local honor guard
lined up for the 2017 National Anthem Blain led a group of vintage
sleds, many carrying American flags to the front of the grandstand
where they parked for opening ceremonies. This year Blain went
all out when he led 45 flag carrying vintage snowmobiles an riders
around the oval to join the Marion VFW Post 6015 Honor Guard
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Snowmobile

Swap Meet

Marion, MI
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GATES OPEN AT 7:00 A.M.

8:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.
Admission $5.00

plus one non-perishable food item.
Includes Admission & Swap Fee

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
www.marionvintagesnowmobileclub.com
Facebook: Marion Vintage Snowmobile Club

Presented by the Marion Snowmobile Club

Design courtesy of Sherry Landon • Photos courtesy of Steve Landon, thewinningedgemagazine.com

OCTOBER 13, 2018

Marion Fairgrounds / Veterans Memorial Park • Marion, MI 49665
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A couple of Bernie and Brenda Blain’s grand kid’s rode
in style in the families Sno-Jet cutter. Sno-Jet was the
featured make at this year’s show.
©

This year’s feature snowmobile make, Sno-Jet, drew
collectors and sleds from as far away as New York State.

Jacob Seidel focuses on the competition in the Kitty Cat
race.

©

©

Popular snowmobiles from yesterday charged around the
oval at surprising speeds.

©

120 racers charge into the corner.
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Decked out in his patch covered pit coat Polaris collector
Mike Siler grabs a little heat to ward off a morning chill
before checking out the deals in the swap meet.
a couple od perspective buyers negotiate a price for one of
the items in the swap meet

©
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for the National Anthem in what had to be the most beautiful display of patriotism in the history of vintage snowmobile racing.
Beyond a few spills racing went smooth from start to finish.
Concerns about the track possibly not being in good enough
shape for racing due to a warm up early in the week proved
unfounded. Surprisingly the track was smooth and hard all day
requiring only two rounds of grooming, the fewest in race history.
Overall everything from scoring to tech ran like clockwork even
with the record number of entries, in fact racing wrapped up
earlier than usual.
In the winners circle Eric Williams of Marion, reclaimed the title
of top local winner posting victories in; Obsolete on a Rupp, 440
Twin Stock Fan and 340 Twin Fan Improved also on Rupp. Other
area winners were; 340 Twin Stock Fan – Ed Williams, Marion –
Rupp, 340 Twin Stock Free Air and 340 Twin Free Air Improved
– Dan Chapple, Leroy,
Cody Decker of Dewitt, Mich., scored a pair of career firsts on
the Marion oval. Driving a 1970 ski-doo Olympic Decker gabbed
his first ever improved class win by taking 440 Twin Free-Air
Improved with a victory over fellow dooer Josh VanBuskirk of
Falmouth, Mich., The win also marked Decker’s first major class
victory on the Marion oval. Decker returned later to capture second in 340 Twin Free-Air Improved finishing just behind Leroy,
Mich., Arctic Cat top Gun Dan Chappel. Cody is no stranger
to success at Marion. In 2015 he won the ever-popular novelty
race –the Two-Man Hot Dog run with his younger brother Carson
Decker also on a ski-doo. The Decker’s are no stranger to the
area the family has had a cottage in nearby Harrison, Mich., for
several years. The boy’s dad Larry also races ski-doo.
Arctic Cat and Yamaha tied for most victories this year with
eight wins apiece. Rupp followed with five wins. Polaris with
four, ski-doo with three Mercury rounded out the field taking one
checkered flag. This years feature make Sno-Jet managed one
top three finish thanks to Mike Knudsen, Ludington, Mich., who
claimed second place in HD Single Improved.
Veteran Snowfest flagman Dave Swiler had without a doubt
the best day of his career on the start finish-line in fact there
were no surprises at least not in the racing part. Just prior to
starting the last races of the day Cassie (Blain) Baker and
Suzanne Richter darted out of the scoring booth on to the track
headed for Swiler with a Sno-Jet Tutu in hand eager to make him
the first snowmobile flagman in history to flag with a Tutu. The
idea came about after last years Clare Irish festival.
Cassie the daughter of avid Sno-Jet collector Bernie Blain of
Lake, Mich., was spotted wearing a green Tutu during one of the
events. A visitor told her she needed a blue Tutu for Sno-Jet, not
a green one. She posted a picture of her clad in the green one
in Clare of course Mr. Swiler saw it and teased her. End result
Cassie didn’t forget and gave big Dave a surprise he’ll certainly
never forget. Clearly it will be forever etched in the memories of
the racers who took the green and checkered flag from the man
in the blue Tutu.
Rumors Snowfest 2018 was in danger of cancellation popped
up on social media and in conversations around the area a leading up to this years event in part due to a big February thaw, lack
of snow and a chance for a major rain event moving into the area
by race day. Challenges like this are nothing new for the Marion
crew over the years they have fought wind, rain, snowstorms,
heat waves and bone chilling subzero temperatures – not once
have they had to cancel. This year the good Lord was looking out for them, had the Snowfest been held a few days later
in would have been a washout. Heavy rains expected earlier
arrived on Monday flooding portions of the pits show and swap
area.
The last remaining traces of the ice on the oval have vanished
and volunteers are turning their thoughts to spring, however,
plans are already in the works for the fall Snowmobile Swap
Meet and Marion Snowfest 2018. Make plans now to attend the
2018 Marion Snowmobile Club fall swap meet Saturday October
13, 2018 and the Marion Snowfest Saturday February 16, 2019.
The 2019 Vintage Show feature make will be Chaparral.
The Marion Snowmobile Club is a volunteer organization
whose efforts and hard work along with great sponsors make it
all possible. If you see one of these fine folks make sure to say
thank you.
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Everyone loved the custom 1968 Arctic Cat Stretch Limo
built by Scott Havercroft of Greenbush, MI.

Vintage racers explode off the starting line.The 2018
Marion Snowfest featured 29 race classes.

Drivers battle it out down the front stretch looking for victory.

©
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Veteran Marion flagman, Dave Swiler gives final
instructions to a few drivers before giving the field the
green flag. Swiler will no doubt go down in history as
the first race flagman to ever wear a Tutu while flagging a
snowmobile race. See story for details.

©

A couple of competitors wish each other good luck
before the start of the popular two-man race.

©

A sea of American flags surround the Marion VFW
Post 6015 honor guard during opening ceremonies.
A well-worn old John Deere showed it still had
what it takes to be competitive.

©
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Marion Top Guns 2018
©

©

120cc Improved (L-R) Second Place #822 Zander Miske,
Harrison, MI – Arctic Cat, First Place, #145 Lincoln Furman,
Shelby, MI – Arctic Cat,Third Place #84 Carson Lester, Bay
City, MI – Yamaha

©

©

120cc Super Stock (L-R) First Place #12 Easton Hess,
Beaverton, MI – Arctic Cat,.Third Place #45 Wyatt Furman,
Shelby, MI – Arctic Cat, Second Place #111 Billy Kildee,
Marion, MI – Polaris

©

120 Stock (L-R) Second Place #68 Leilynd Strehike, Buckley,
MI - Arctic Cat,Third Place #5 Levi Welch, Luther, MI – Arctic
Cat, First Place #45 Lincoln Furman, Shelby, MI – Arctic Cat

©

Kids 8-12 (L-R) #23 Ryan Swartout, Novi, MI – ski-doo, First
Place #21 Conner Ripley, Stanton, MI – Yamaha, Second Place,
#1 J.D Buzuin, Marion, MI – Arctic Cat
30 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

Kitty Cat Top Guns (L-R) First Place #54 Deegan Lickfieldt.
Midland, MI – Arctic Cat. #32 Ella Bringer, Hemlock, MI –
Arctic Cat, #79 Jacob Seidel, Bentley – Arctic Cat, #65 Ryker
Donahue, Pinconning, MI – Arctic Cat

HR Single Stock (L-R) Third Place #724, Don Grage, Cadillac,
MI – ski-doo, First Place #99 Tim Havercroft, Greenbush, MI –
Yamaha, #21 Conner Ripley, Stanton, MI – Yamaha
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Marion Top Guns 2018
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340 Twin Stock Free-Air (L-R) Second Place #5 Terry
Huttenga, Cadillac, MI – Arctic Cat, First Place #L25 Dan
Chapple, Leroy, MI – Arctic Cat,Third Place, #34x Ken Troup,
Ontario – Polaris

440 Twin Stock Fan (L-R) Third Place #75b Cavin Bair,
Beaverton, MI – Chaparral, First Place #304 Eric Williams,
Marion, MI – Rupp, Second Place #211 Todd Cole, Cadillac, MI
– Rupp

©

©

440 Twin Stock Free-Air (L-R) Third Place #7x George
Miske, Harrison, MI – Arctic Cat, First Place #41 Rick Fuerst,
Prescott, MI – Arctic Cat,Third Place #8 Ken VanPolen,
Marion, MI – Arctic Cat

59 & Over (L-R) Third Place #518 Greg Savage, Monroe, MI –
Yamaha, First Place #29x Rich Chapman, Eagle, MI – Yamaha
Second Place #17D Larry Davison, Falmouth, MI – ski-doo

©

©

340 Twin Stock Fan (L-R) First Place #7 Ed Williams, Marion,
MI – Rupp, Second Place #77 Eric Williams, Marion, MI - Rupp,
Third Place #11x Brandon Bell, -Marion, MI – Chaparral
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

Trail Stock Liquid (L-R) First Place #17 Josh VanBuskirk Falmouth,
MI – ski-doo, Second Place #33 Andrew Jozwiak, Saginaw, MI –
Yamaha,Third Place #18 James Bazuin, Marion, MI – Polaris
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Marion Top Guns 2018
©
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Jeff and Tim Fryer #7 of Haslett, MI made a all out run in
the “Two Man Race”to finish second on a ski-doo.

Obsolete (L-R) Third Place #600 Bob Vanderhoof, Marion, MI
– Rupp, First Place #77,Williams, Marion, MI - Rupp, Second
Place #7 Ed Eric Williams, Marion, MI - Rupp

©

©

Vintage Pro (L-R) First Place #84 Mike Stevenson, Bay City, MI
– Polaris, Second Place # L25 Dan Chappel, Leroy, MI – Arctic
Cat,Third Place #41 Greg Helsel, Lake City, MI - Arctic Cat

340 Trail Improved (L-R) First Place #52x Jacob McSweyn,
Saginaw, MI – Polaris, Second Place #17 Josh VanBuskirk
, Falmouth, MI – ski-doo,Third Place #777 Dave Wright,
Interlochen, MI – ski-doo

©
©

440 Trail Improved (L-R) Second Place #666 James Gibel, Lake
City, MI – Yamaha, First Place #77 Nick Givens, Midland, MI –
Yamaha,Third Place #304 Curt Jolly, Ludington, MI – Yamaha
32 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

340 Trail Stock Fan (L-R) Third Place #85 Mike Knudsen,
Ludington, MI – Yamaha; Second Place #33 Andrew Jozwiak,
Saginaw, MI – Yamaha, First Place #4 Ron Kuripla, Houghton
Lake, MI – Mercury
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Marion Top Guns 2018
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340 Trail Stock Free-Air (L-R) Third Place #7T Ron Miske,
Harrison, MI – Arctic Cat, First Place #979 Chuck Bell, St.
Charles, MI - Polaris, Second Place #34x Ken Troup, Ontario
– Polaris

440 Trail Stock Free-Air (L-R) First Place #979 Dan Alcock II,
Saginaw, MI – Polaris, Second Place #41 Rick Fuerst, Prescott,
MI – Arctic Cat,Third Place #69 Dave Bohnsack – Standish,
MI – Arctic Cat

©

440 Trail Stock Liquid (L-R) First Place #79 Wesley Swidel,
Bentley, MI – Arctic Cat, second Place #979 Dan Alcock
II, Saginaw, MI – Polaris,Third Place #303 Scott Stone,
Ludington, MI – Polaris

©

440 Trail Stock Fan (L-R) Third Place #18c Colton Koepplinger,
Owosso, MI – Yamaha, Second Place #303 Scott Stone,
Ludington, MI – Polaris, First Place, #304 Curt Jolly,
Ludington, MI – Yamaha

LEFT:Two Man Race
(L-R) First Place #8
Brian & Jake Fryer,
Haslett, MI – skidoo, Second Place
#7 Tim & Jeff Fryer
Haslett, MI - ski-doo

©

RIGHT: 440 Twin Fan
Improved (L-R) First
Place #211 Todd
Cole, Cadillac, MI –
Rupp, Second Place
#304 Eric Williams
Marion, MI – Rupp
©
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Marion Top Guns 2018
©
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440 Twin Free-Air Improved (L-R) Second Place #4 Josh
VanBuskirk, Falmouth, MI – ski-doo, First Place #13 Cody
Decker, Dewitt, MI – ski-doo,Third Place #41 Greg Heisel,
Lake City, MI – Arctic Cat

©

©

340 Twin Free-Air Improved (L-R) First Place #L25 Dan Chappel,
Leroy, MI – Arctic Cat, Second Place #13 Cody Decker, Dewitt,
MI – ski-doo,Third Place #777 Dave Wright, Interlochen, MI
– ski-doo

©

HD Single Improved (L-R) First Place #4 Cass Ripley, Stanton,
MI – Yamaha, Second Place #85 Mike Knudsen, Ludington,
MI – Sno-Jet,Third Place, #K9 Karl Mihatsch,Traverse City, MI
– Arctic Cat

©

HR Single Improved (L-R) First Place #8 Marshall Weasel,
Grand Blanc, MI - Yamaha, Second Place #117 Tyler Smith,
Traverse, MI – ski-doo,Third Place #724 Don Grage, Cadillac,
MI – ski-doo
34 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

340 Twin Fan Improved (L-R) Second Place #4 Craig Ripley,
Stanton, MI - Yamaha, First Place #77 Eric Williams, Marion,
MI – Rupp,Third Place #7 Ed Williams, Marion, MI – Rupp

Mikuni Single (L-R) Third Place #1 Ken VanPolen, Marion, MI
– Arctic Cat, First Place #333 Ron Kuripla, Houghton Lake,
MI – Yamaha, Second Place, #K9 Karl Mihatsch,Traverse City,
MI – Arctic Cat, #1
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Marion N.Y. Sno-Jet Collectors
Visit 2018 Marion, MI Snowfest
©

©

Rich Kepler and his family returned home to Marion, N.Y.
with a few nice awards show awards Kepler won “Best
Featured Sled” – Sno-Jet Thunder Jet Collection and Best
Mini.
By Steve Landon
©

Rick Kepler – centeR - takes a moment with Patty (Adema)
Senneker and Brenda Blain following the vintage
snowmobile parade lap to honor our nations veterans
during the playing of our National Anthem prior to the
start of racing action.

Distance means little to dedicated vintage snowmobile collectors. Enthusiasts will travel to the ends of the Snow Belt
to visit fellow collectors, pick up a desired sled or show their
collection. This proved to be the case when Rich and Nichole
Kepler left their small community of Marion, New York and traveled over 497 miles on the invitation of fellow Sno-Jet collectors Bernie Blain to take part in the 10th Annual Marion Snowfest in Marion, Michigan February 17th.
Like Bernie Blain, Rich Kepler is big into Sno-Jet’s as well
as a few other makes. This year’s feature brand being Sno-Jet
offered the perfect excuse for two to get together.
“I met Bernie Blain on one of the vintage snowmobile Facebook pages a few years ago. We’ve always talked about somehow getting together with our Thunder Jet’s at a show. It just so
happened to be we were free the weekend of the Snowfest so
we decided to make the trip west. The show was great! Every
single person we met was extremely kind and more than happy
to talk about Sno-Jets with us. Everyone made us feel like we
were at home, especially Bernie, Brenda Blain and their family.

Joey
Burch

Antero
Tarvudd

Driver

Driver
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I started collecting vintage sleds when
I was kid but I ended up selling them.
Ten years ago I got back into rebuilding
my collection.
My interest in snowmobiles came
from my dad and grandfather. My
grandfather owned Fisher’s Arctic Cat
in Marion, New York back in the 1960’s
and ‘70’s. Over the years I’ve actually
found some of the machines my grandfather used to sell, complete with their
original bill of sale. Currently we have
60 plus Sno-Jets, I also collect some
Arctic Cats and Yamaha’s. Overall we
have around 180 sleds.
My father used race Sno-Jet Thunder
Jet’s, his background and competition
with these machines is what led me to
building the Sno-Jet collection I have
today. Dad raced in 1974 at local tracks
then again in 1978 with a Yamaha
SRX 440. He’s not sure if Jim or Patty
Adema ever ran the tracks he raced at.
I had a chance to speak with Patty
(Adema) Senneker a little bit before the
show. I’ve wanted to meet her for some
time, always admired her as well as her
late husband Jim Adema. Together they
contributed a great deal to the advancement snowmobiling in those early years.
It was an honor to meet her in person.
I’m very grateful for the time she took
to talk with me, look at my sleds and
answer some questions I had.
My wife Nichole and I have been
together for 13 years, we have a sevenyear old daughter. I eat, sleep, and
breathe snowmobiles thankfully I have
a wife that will put up with my “obsession” collecting. I’m the only one in the
family carrying on my grandfather’s
snowmobile history, with the help of my
father. I hope to continue you collecting
for many more years to come, you meet
a lot of nice people and get a chance to
learn a lot of interesting history – Kepler
said.
Unable to bring out their full Sno-Jet
collection the Kepler’s managed bring
out a nice selection that included three
Thunder Jet’s and memorabilia. The
display was nice enough to impress
judges who awarded Rich Kepler show
awards for; Best Featured Sled – SnoJet Thunder Jet Collection and Best
Mini – a Mini Jet. Rich also took part in
the pre-race parade carrying an American flag honoring family members who
served in the U.S military.
Thanks to great friends, good weather
and fine volunteers who brought together the 2018 Marion Snowfest the
Kepler family were treated an unforgettable weekend in a little town like their
own called Marion.
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Marion
Show
Winners!

KMW Racing #
Drivers:

©

Dennis Slezak of Dennis Slezak of Fruitport MI Pictured
with Michigan Motor Sports Hall of Famer’s Patty Adema
Sennerker and Bob Senneker won the Oldest Sled award
with his 1963 Arctic Cat 250.

Luke Krentz
Matt Town
Blake Miller

7

Matt
Luke

Sponsors:

©

Blake
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
KMW Racing #7

Arctic Cat • Woody’s
Hi-Performance Engineering • Amsoil • FXR
Super Seer • USI • Fly Racing
Triple 9 Optics • Camso • Werner Sand & Gravel
Kubbe Machine & Welding
Chuck’s Custom Decals
Michigan Lumber & Wood Fiber
Hubbard Lake Marine • Fullerton Tool Company
Sharboneau & Sons Excavating
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Former Sno-Jet Legend Patty
Adema Senneker Sno-Jet
presented long time Sno-Jet
Collector Bernie Blain with
the special “Adema Award”
in honor of both Jim and
Patty Adema.
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Terry Church of Ravenna
MI won Best of Show with
his 1965 Arctic Cat, and Best
Restored with his 1968 Sno-Jet.

Sponsors:

Freighterview Assisted Living

Driver:
Grant Lynch

S & J Sports • Neals Truck Parts
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Best Original Award went to
Jim Pugh of Grand Rapids, MI
for his 1975 Arctic Cat 440 Z.
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Best Race Sled – Kelly
Welling of Paris, MI – 1979
Sno-Pro Scorpion.
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Jacob Bell of Dighton, MI showed fans
his old Moto-Ski still has what it takes
to be competitive in vintage racing.

Racers blast down the front stretch past the historic Marion Fairgrounds
grandstand.

©

#1
2
5

Racing

Drivers dive into turn one in Twin
Stock Action.

Drivers:

Larry Young Jr.
Bryan Ball
Aaron Mayer
Anthony Mayer

©

Sault Ste. Marie. MI

CODY DECKER, #13 HOLDS OFF GREG HEISEL,
#41 IN 440 TWIN FREE AIR IMPROVED.

WV
44

Drivers #44

Kevin Vermeersch
Jake Gerow
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Performance Racing
Drivers #4

Tommy Downing
Kurt Vermeersch

Sponsors:

The Cedar Tavern and Grill
Vermeersch Bros Farms
Better Places To Live, LLC
Woodys
A & C Mold
Ericco Mfg.
Eagle Grit Mechanics Hand Cleaner
Dave Cole Decorators, Inc.
LeRoy Tool & Die
MCR Suspensions
RayC’s

Drivers:

James Hicks
Isaac Wolfgang

Sponsors:
Fire-Rite Inc.
Integrated Maintenace Services
Polaris
FXR Racing
Arctic FX
Woody’s Traction
USI Skis
Camso
Mototassinari
Autore Oil

Facebook- Yovich Racing
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Three Cyl. Muscle Sleds,
A tribute to Terry Beard
aka Turbo Indy

Benzie Manistee Snowbirds 10th Annual

Vintage Show &
Swap Meet
Kaleva Days weekend
Kaleva, MI. at the Kaleva Park

JULY 21, 2018

8 am to 2 pm
Swap and Show are free

We will accept donations for our charity.
Many giveaways, donated prizes and gas cards.
Benzie Manistee Snowbirds Facebook
www.benziemanisteesnowbirds.com
Contact; Brad Lakso 231-690-4568

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK

50
CELEBRATING

Trophys

YEARS

~ People’s Choice Three Cyl. Muscle,
~Best Display
~Best of Show
~Antique 1969 and older; original and
restored,
~Vintage 1970-1974; original and restored
~Vintage 1975-1978; original and restored
~Vintage 1979--1984; original and restored
~Late model 1985-1995 - 1 catagory
~Kids 12 and under Prizes and trophy

• Many activities in the park, Softball
Tournament, Craft Show, Car Show,
Hospitality Tent, Food Vendors
• Camping Available
• All proceeds will be donated to a charity
of Cindy Beards choice.

Photos by Steve Landon, Design by Sherry Landon,
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Nothing is more beautiful than vintage snowmobiles and snowmobilers surrounded by the American Flag.

©

Wesley Seidel #79 of Bentley, MI – Arctic Cat and #979 Dan
Alcock II of Saginaw, MI – Polaris put on a great show as
they fought for the checkered in 440 Trail Stock Liquid.
Seidel would go on to squeeze out the victory with Alcock
close by in second place.

©

Former MIRA and I.C.E Racing enduro driver Bob Evans of
Alanson, MI showed he still has what it Takes to be a top
runner on the vintage circuit. Evans ran for “Krunch
Racing” out of Mackinaw City, MI with Fred Downing.The
team raced Arctic Cat, ski-doo and Polaris entries during
their career.

©

©

Neck and neck racing kept fans glued to the trackside as
they cheered on their favorite sled make and driver.
40 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS

Ryan Swartout #23 ski-doo, of Novi, MI battles it out
down the front stretch with Yamaha speedster Connor
Ripley #21 of Stanton, MI in Kids 8-12 Action. Ripley scored
the victory. Swartout took third place.
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RIGHT: Dave Swiler gives the checkered to #52x Jacob
McSweyn of Saginaw, MI as he crosses the line to take 340
Trail Improved on his Polaris.
BELOW: Racing was tight all around the oval this year.
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slandons@charter.net

Countryside Transportation & Service
Stack’s Market
Woody’s
Flannery Race Engines
Mickey’s Sleds & More
Ridge Run Farms
Richmond’s Steel
Huron Precision Manufacturing
Weiss Equipment
Legue GFX
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Dufty’s Blue Water Inn
Bosek Contruction
Russell Boyz Racing
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Naithen Joseph
Racing
Goulais River, Ontario, Canada

Sponsors
GR Engine & Machine • Service Grill
Soo Foundry & Machine Ltd. • Caswell Concrete
The Zone Roadhouse
Xclusive Private Personal Training - Emily Phillips
Ro-von Steel Inc.
Wacky Wings Eatery & Beverage Co.
McDougal Energy Inc. • Park Grille
Superior Motorplex • Frankies Towing
Total Tire Sales & Service
Joseph’s Homestead Pub & Grill
USI Skis • Woody’s
Design by Sherry Landon • Photos by Steve Landon
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Kevin Struck of Brant, MI brought out a very impressive
display of early 1970’s Starcraft Snowmobiles plus a 1970
Explorer 500 Trike with an optional ski made by Owosso
Explorer Trike in Owosso, MI.
©

©

Deegan Lickfieldt #54 of Midland, MI – Arctic Cat sails past
the competion on to victory in the Kitty Cat final.

©

©

A pair rare Castrol banners drew a lot of attention from
guys looking for the perfect man cave decorations.

©

Sno-Jet’s were not the only cool and unique sleds on
display this year.
©

Perfect sculpture for a
man cave or project motor.
Tough call!

This buyer found the
perfect machine for the
winters we all dream will
come back next year.

PICHE

Racing

132

Driver:

132

#

Sponsors:

Kaysner Construction
Graham Trucking
Marks Tire
R & R Auto Glass
Albert Heating & Cooling
Palace Saloon

Aaron Celestino

City:

Sault Ste Marie, MI

Racers got the full list of do’s and don’ts from race
officials prior to the start of racing.
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“A Special Thank You to Duane Piche
and All of Our Crew Members”
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PRO-AM DRIVERS DELIVER TOP CLASS SHOW
By Steve Landon

Caro, Michigan – January 20 & 21, 2018; - Back in the early
days of snowmobile racing the Tuscola County Fairgrounds
east of Saginaw in Michigan’s thumb hosted some of the
biggest names in snowmobile racing at the annual Caro 150.
Mild winters, the energy crisis of the late 1970’s economic
upturns, downturns and shrinking snowmobile industry eventfully led to the demise of this once great race. For years the
old track set silent in the winter months until a group of area
racers and business people returned racing to the historic oval

LEFT: Jeff Longton of Traverse City heads for the checkered
flag in one of his two winning performances.
BELOW: Eric Churchill, #414 and Jeff Longton, #68 lead the
pack into turn one in Champ 440/600 Factory.
©

©
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Stock 600 New Enduro Top Three: (L-R) First Place, #34 Dan Maki –ski-doo; Second Place, #48 Issac Wolfgang – Polaris;Third
Place, #21 Troy Dewald – Arctic Cat.

©

As the sun sets Anthony Mayer takes the checkered flag to win the 600 Old Enduro.
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Ryan Spencer looks at clear sailing as he heads for victory
in 440 Super Mod.
in February 2009. While old man winter forced a few cancellations due to mild weather, overall the Caro Winterfest and
Midwest International Racing Association (MIRA) sprint and
enduro races have been a success.
The fall and summer of 2016 saw major improvements to the
oval and infield. Old worn out power poles, outdated lights and
obstacles were removed, while the track was groomed and
greatly improved. Hopes were high for 2017’s race set to be
sanctioned by the No Bull Triple Crown, however, the N.B.T.C.
group pulled out just before the start of the season forcing the
group to cancel. The return of Midwest International Racing Association in the summer 2017 brought new life to the event by
making it the second race on the 2018 MIRA schedule. In an
effort to draw more fans and racers additional vintage classes
were added to Saturday’s program along with enduro, sprint,
Kitty Cat and 120cc racing. The popular Pro-Mod 600 enduro
held Sunday was cut from 300 to 225 laps with track plows
at 75 lap intervals. In addition to great racing fans enjoyed
several Caro Winterfest activities on the grounds ranging from
chainsaw carving to live music provided by Mitch Diamond of
nearby Lapeer, Mich. Mitch is the son of former MIRA champion Rob Diamond. Mitch was also a top enduro and sprint
snowmobile racer along with his brother Joel taking home
several checkered flags over the years.
Beautiful sunny skies and mild temperatures, a far cry from
the blistering cold weather experienced at the season opener
in Kinross, Mich., January 6, greeted fans and drivers for a
action packed day of racing. Taking advantage of bitter cold
weather in late December and early January track crews were
able to build a super fast ice oval that held up exceptionally
well though two days of aggressive competition.
Racing got underway Saturday morning with hot laps, qualifying, heat and finals for sprints and shorter enduro’s. With
the exception of a few spills and sleds down with mechanical
issues racing went smooth from start to finish.
Like a nicely aged wine it seems the older Jeff J.J. Longton
gets the better he gets, especially on the ice oval. Fresh off a
three win performance at the opener in Kinross, Mich., January 6, 2018 the ’56 year old senior speedster from Traverse
City, Mich., was back on the throttle again eager to add a few
more checkered flags to his growing collection. In Limited 500
/ Factory 600 Longton held off Kyle Roe of Rudyard, Mich.,

THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

Ice Dust and snow sprayed as Eric Churchill, #414 pulls
ahead of Jeff Longton, #68 headed for victory in Champ
440/600 Factory.

©

Jake Gerow roars through turn one with Joey Burch in
hot pursuit in the 440-leaf Super Stock enduro. Gerow
who led from the drop of the green flag ran out of gas
on the last lap forcing him to limp across the finish line in
second place just behind Burch.
and Mike Williams for his first win of the day. Craving for more
the wascally old racer scorched the ice as he outran Roe and
the competition in 600 Open. Eric Johnson of McBain, Mich.,
grabbed the third place slot followed by Jon Giffel in fourth. It
was the fourth time this season Longton kept Roe firmly locked
into second place. In Kinross he beat Roe to the checkered in
Champ and Open 600.
In addition to a scoring a pair of wins Caro would be the site
of Longton’s first MIRA loss of the 2018 season. Longtime
MIRA throttle-jockey Eric Churchill of Countryside Racing
climbed aboard the sleek machine of Yovich Racing in 440
Champ/600 Factory and went right to work chewing up the
competition on his way to a hard fought victory over R & R
Racing’s Jon Giffel of Fairgrove, Mich. Longton rounded out
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A portion of the 600 Old Enduro field grab the green flag.
the top three, Giffel finished third in Champ at the 2018 opener
in Kinross, Mich.
Those who have followed enduro racing since the early
1980’s know the name Larry Williams, who helped direct Karl
Schwartz and Ron Williams to their first ever enduro racing victory at the Alpena Thunder Bay 250 back in 1982. He
eventually teamed up with Bob Benner to build one of the
most successful independent ski-doo teams in the history of
enduro snowmobile racing, Benner/Williams Top Gun Racing.
From the 1980’s – early 2000’s Williams helped Benner lead
the team to countless victories, track records, and championships; he even served as a race official following the team’s
retirement. Today he is just as active as ever working behind
the scenes and cheering on a new generation of snowmobile
racers; son Mike Williams, Grandsons Derek and Jake Gerow,
Cameron Williams and great grandson Easton Gerow. Based
out of Flint, Mich., the team is fast becoming a force to be
reckoned with. This was clearly evident in Caro where they

accounted for three victories in Saturdays program.
Fresh off a win at the Kinross, Mich., opener Cameron Williams decided he loved making those trips down victory lane,
so why not do it again. Firmly in command of a vintage Polaris, Williams launched off the line and into the lead cruising to
victory for the second time this season over Vincent Barbo in
Junior Vintage. Not to be outdone Derek Gerow latched onto
his #72 Polaris and went right to work scoring his second win
of the 2018 MIRA season over Paul DeWeese in 250 LC/340
Fan/300 F.A. Jake Gerow’s son Easton wasn’t about to let the
old guys take all the glory so in 120cc action the little speedster grabbed a handful of throttle and roared around the pint
size oval on to the checkered in front cheering parents and
grandparents.
Additional class winners recording their second MIRA win
of the season were; Single Mod – Mike Warchol - Yamaha
over Garner Cusack; F-500/SP600/340 Mod Stock - Brent
Vermeersch - Polaris; 340 Super - Ezra Arnold. Junior (New) Matt Hoos Jr. – Polaris
Arctic Cat ace Ryan Spencer scored his first MIRA victory
of 2018 with an impressive win over Cam Vermeersch and
Jeremy Russell in 440 Super Mod.
The Pro-am enduro’s were down right exciting as usual,
however, the best one of the day was clearly the 17 lap Leaf
440 Super Stock Enduro where a little bad luck at the wrong
time changed the outcome in the blink of an eye. From the moment the green flag sailed Jake Gerow was in command on his
Polaris with 2016 Mt. Pleasant, Mich., pro-enduro winner Joey
Burch of Rosebush, Mich., breathing down his neck. Running
side by side down the front stretch for the white flag Burch
squeezed into the lead for good – Gerow had run out of gas
on the last lap forcing him to limp across for the checkered to
finish second just 2.559 seconds behind Burch.
“There was a caution on the last lap so they went green/
white/checker for the fans to avoid ending the race under
yellow. The race was supposed to be 15-laps but we went 17
because extra laps were added from the late caution, that’s
why I ran out of fuel” Gerow explained.
Anthony Mayer of Rudyard, Mich., son of late Soo I-500 Legend Francis “Tank” Mayer showed no sign of slowing down on
his quest to go undefeated in the 20-lap Mod 600 Old enduro.

©

Dan Maki, #34 works to keep his ski-doo ahead of a hard charging Issac Wolfgang in the 50 lap Stock 600 New Enduro. In
the end it was Maki coming out on top followed by Wolfgang in second.
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In the glow of a January setting sun, drivers pour it on into turn one at the start of the Stock 600 New Enduro.
Back at the helm of the teams bright red “Go Till She Blows”
Gen. II Polaris, Mayer hit the throttle at the snap of the green
flag bolting into a lead he would never relinquish. Despite giving it his all Kyle Streiter of WV Performance Racing could not
break free from second place, a position he held right through
the checkered flag on his Polaris just 16.126 seconds back.
Eric Churchill of Countryside Motorsports Racing got into a
neck and neck battle for third with Tommie Bauer Racing ‘s
Cody Bauer who took the teams old Arctic Cat for spin. Holding on to the number three slot the first eight laps Bauer looked
Cameron Williams, #72 took home top honors in Junior
Vintage.

pretty good as he carved his way around the oval leaving a
showering spray of ice chips in his wake, however, Churchill
was just as impressive, on lap 10 he (Churchill) moved into
third place for good sending Bauer to fourth where he remained to the checkered.
For several years now Polaris and Arctic Cat have pretty
well dominated the enduro circuit while ski-doo and Yamaha
entries have been somewhat scarce, however, the few entries
that have tackled the MIRA enduro ice this season have been
very competitive. This proved the case in the 50-lap Stock
600 New final where Dan Maki of Newberry, Mich., held off a
Matt Hoos Jr., #67 celebrates victory in Junior New.

©

©
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Jake Gerow celebrates his son Easton’s 120 victory.

©

©

Joey Burch, #16 was hot on the throttle again, driving a
Yamaha SS440 Burch held off the Polaris of Jake Gerow to
claim the 440 Super Stock Enduro.
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Longtime vintage speedster Mike Warchol led his Yamaha
to the checkered flag in Single Mod. Warchol has HAD a
fantastic career in vintage racing so far.
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Jeff J.J. Longton of Traverse City had another great
afternoon pulling in two wins and a third place finish.

Bradley Diamond cruises down the backstretch with
checkered-flag in hand following his win in 120cc action.

©

Landon Rash, #414 and L.J. Quick, #67 pour it on going into turn one in the Stock 600 New Enduro.
strong challenger Isaac Wolfgang to win the class by just 2.950
seconds.
At the drop of the green Wolfgang bolted into the lead on his
Yovich Racing Polaris holding on to the top spot for two quick
laps before giving way to Maki for laps 3-10. Not quite ready
to call it a day Wolfgang clawed his was back into the lead determined to claim victory, however, Maki was not giving up that
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

easy, on lap 27 he pulled out front to stay. Despite a valiant
effort Wolfgang was not able to close the gap. Troy Dewald of
Alpena Michigan’s Cadarette Collision Racing stayed in the
thick of the hunt on his Arctic Cat finishing third 7.474 seconds
back. Antero Tarvudd of K. Schwartz Racing of Saginaw,
Mich., grabbed fourth on Polaris. John Bosek surprised fans
when he climbed on a ski-doo for the first time in an enduro
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Veteran Ryan Spencer son of former enduro racing
legend and team owner Terry Spencer grabbed 440 Super
Mod with his Eyeball Engineering Arctic Cat.

Eric Churchill, #414 gave the Yovich Racing Team a hard
fought victory in Champ 440/600 Factory.

©

Derek Gerow, #72 celebrates his win in 250LC/340 Fan/300 F.A
.
©

Brent Vermeersch, #44x cruised untouched to the
checkered flag in F-500/ SP600/340 Mod Stock on his WV
Performance Racing Polaris.
Right: Anthony Mayer, #9 son of late Soo I-500 and enduro
racing legend Francis “Tank” Mayer was all smiles after
taking his second win of the season in Mod 600 Old on his
Polaris.
race and led the Yovich Racing ski-doo to fifth place. Bosek
a veteran Polaris and Arctic Cat racer looked right at home
on the doo. Will the old Wuppet Racer and 2018 Kinross Pro
Mod enduro winner be trading his Polaris in for a Doo in 2019?
Doubtful but you never know.
Racing closed with 120cc and Kitty Cat action taking place
as the sun set on a truly incredible day of racing in Caro. Next
up Sunday’s Pro-mod 600 Enduro.
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How Sweet it is!

Tommie Bauer Racing takes first Pro-Enduro win
TOMMIE
BAUER

©

Oh How Sweet It Is!!!! Tommie Bauer Racing Celebrates following their first ever Pro Mod Enduro Victory. Back row left
to right: Keith Cotton, Ryan Higgins, Mike Otto, Derrick Cotton, Renee Thompson, Christina Powell, Joe Robinson. Front
Row; Chad Bauer, Cody Bauer,Tyler Nickels.
By Steve Landon
Caro, Michigan, January 21, 2018; - Tommie Bauer of Farwell,
Mich., truly loved enduro snowmobile racing, especially the Soo I-500
in Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. Beginning his oval track career in the early
1970’s as driver and team owner, Tommie and his drivers racked up
several impressive top 10 finishes in races ranging from 25 laps to
500 miles, mainly on Arctic Cats until the team switched to Polaris in
2014. Despite all his success he had never enjoyed the thrill of holding a checkered flag after winning a major pro-enduro. Sadly Tommie
left his earthly life in December 2015, however, his dream for victory
remained alive, stronger than ever. On a cloudy Sunday afternoon in a
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

little farming community in Michigan’s Thumb, Tommie Bauer Racing
with drivers Cody Bauer, Tyler Nickels, along with their finely tuned pit
crew made Tommie’s dream a reality leading their Polaris to victory in
the Caro Winterfest 225 Pro Mod 600 enduro by a margin of 18.781
seconds over fellow Polaris speedsters James Hicks and Eric Zeller of
Yovich Racing out of Holly, Mich. After over 48 years of giving it there
all Tommie Bauer Racing was on top of the world and loving it.
Caro the second leg of the three race Midwest International Racing
Assn. (MIRA) series would be the first time racers would have chance
to run a full 225 lap Pro-Mod Enduro this season. Sub zero temperatures snow and ice dust caused poor visibility at the opener in Kinross,
Mich., January 7, 2018 forcing officials to divide the 23 sled Bay Mills
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Tyler Nickels and Cody Bauer take the victory lap they had LONGED FOR.
Resort & Casino 225 into two fields to run a pair of 50-lap heat races and a 10
lap last chance qualifier. The top finishers were placed in the 50-lap final. Tyler
Nickels ran the qualifier for Tommie Bauer Racing before turning the reins over
teammate Cody Bauer who fought his way through the dust and snow to take
an impressive third place finish in the final behind veterans Troy Dewald on a
Arctic Cat of Cadarette Collision Racing and winner John Bosek of Countryside
Motorsports on a Polaris.
In Caro ice dust would not be a problem as the mercury soared into the upper

Cody Bauer, #19 kicks up ice and slush as he rounds turn
one.

Victory! Cody Bauer and Tyler Nickels hoist
the checkered flag and winning trophy in
celebration.

Cody Bauer in helmet and a portion of the crew of Tommie
Bauer Racing watch and pray for victory in the closing laps.
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Dave Yovich (Center) of Yovich Racing celebrates with his
drivers James Hicks and Eric Zeller following a very solid
second place performance.
30’s to near 40. Surprisingly the ice oval held up amazingly well for two
action packed days of competition. Concerns about potential rain Sunday went unfounded, only overcast skies covered the Tuscola County
Fairgrounds as temperatures moved well above freezing. Thankfully
the cloud cover helped slow the melting of the oval allowing the ice to
last longer than expected.
In Pro-Am competition on Saturday, Cody Bauer looked great as he
flew around the oval in the thick of the hunt with the team’s old Arctic
Cat enduro sled. He eventually finished fourth in the 20-lap Mod 600
Old Enduro. Surprisingly Bauer’s old Cat was the overall fastest sled in
Caro turning a straightaway speed of 94 mph during practice. Little did
anyone know his pro-am success was a preview of things to come.
The Caro Winterfest 225 officially got underway at 1:00 p.m. on
Sunday with the snap of the Green flag as Tommie Bauer Racing
driver Tyler Nickels blasted their #19 Polaris into the lead in a neck
and neck battle with pole sitter and past Caro 150 winner Troy Dewald
of Cadarette Collision Racing on Arctic Cat.
During the course of the race the lead would change four times between three different teams as follows: Tyler Nickels/Cody Bauer #19
Polaris – Laps 1-21, Troy Dewald/Ryan Spencer #21 Arctic Cat – Laps
22-143, James Hicks/Eric Zeller #414 Polaris – Laps 144-152, Tyler
Nickels/Cody Bauer #19 Polaris – Laps 153-225 on their way to the
checkered flag and VICTORY!!
For the most part Bauer and Nickel’s run to glory was pretty much
uneventful thanks to their well prepared crew who did a great job prepping the sled after Kinross, however it was not all smooth sleddin’. On
lap 81 they briefly fell down to fourth place and at one point went down
a lap, fortunately Cody was able to get the team back on the lead lap
where they remained, running in the top three before taking the front
slot for good on lap 153.
So many years Tommie Bauer Racing had been in the thick of the
hunt for that elusive checkered-flag. So many times they had the
perfect machine and driver combination to do the job only to see that
big ”W” snatched away in the waning moments. You could almost cut
the tension with a knife in the closing laps at Caro. No doubt God was
getting overwhelmed with the amount of prayers racing to heaven from
fans and crew of Old “19”. Was this the moment everyone had longed
for or was another last minute gremlin going to once again slam the
door on victory lane? At the wave of the white flag signaling the final
lap all eyes became fixed on driver Tyler Nickels as he rounded the
oval for the last time. Taking the inside coming out of turn four Nickels raised is left arm in celebration as took the checkered flag before
cheering fans. Tommie Bauer’s dream had finally become reality!
Tommie Bauer’s son Chad who grew up in snowmobile, motocross
and auto racing a driver, pit crewmember and crew chief with his dad
by his side was exceptionally happy.
“I’m sure Dad was looking down from above, I can assure you he
was pretty happy for all of us. He had been waiting for a long time for a
win in a major pro-enduro, we finally did it! This win is for him
We had some issues during qualifying with our sled; the engine was
missing a little bit. It ended up being the coil so we re-qualified Sunday
morning and started the race on the front row in second place.
Tyler typically always starts the races; he is a good starter, if the
sleds capable he’ll get it out up front. His run in Caro is probably the
best I’ve seen him run yet, especially coming down to the end of the
race. He was really running strong, keeping his lap times up and just
pulling away from second place during the last 30 laps”, Chad Bauer
said.
Tommie’s grandson Cody Bauer has been racing since about the

Drivers John Bosek and Grant Vermeersch proved once
again age is only a state of mind.The old timers hung in
there to the end finishing third on their Countryside
Motorsports Polaris.
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the top five finishing fifth just seven laps shy of winners and Minnesota
based Bunke Racing also on Polaris. The 2017 top four were dominated by Minnesota based teams and drivers. Going into the 2018 Soo
I-500 Tommie Bauer Racing had 11,378 team competition miles, the
second most miles in the history of the I-500 and the most team miles
of any team racing today.
From his first hot lap at the frigid season opener in Kinross, Mich.,
to the checkered flag in Caro, Tyler Nickels of Alpena, Mich., has been
turning in truly amazing performances on the Tommie Bauer Racing
#19 Polaris. A seasoned veteran with many oval track victories and
titles on MIRA circuit Nickels had yet to win a pro-enduro until now.
That all changed at Caro where he finally captured that elusive Proenduro victory over a field of the nations best oval track enduro racers. Starting second next to pole sitter Troy Dewald on the front row
Nickels wasted no time going right to the front of the pack at the drop

TOP LEFT:The back stretch gang returned to cheer on
their favorite drivers. Each year this group gathers in the
backyard of a home bordering the track to catch all the
action.
TOP RIGHT & BOTTOM: MIRA race official Eric Fountain
brought out the heavy artillery to cut the ice prior to the
start of the race. Crews had to work to install a new line
used for electronic counting after a break in the signal
was found. Laps are counted through a buried cable, each
sled carries a transmitter.

©

©

time he took his first steps as a baby. A successful stock car racer, his
snowmobile racing days go back to running his Arctic Cat 120cc as a
kid where he took several victories. Beginning his pro enduro snowmobile-racing career in 2013 the talented third-generation racer is turning
a lot of heads with his smooth aggressive style of racing. Like his dad
Cody dreamed of giving his grandfather that victory he dreamed of so
long ago, in Caro everything came together.
“Now that we’re sitting with a win I know he’s (Tommie) happy. It’s a
pretty awesome feeling we’ve been waiting so long.
Tyler ran the first 75 laps; I ran the second 75, Tyler finished the last
75 taking us on to the checkered flag. I like the shorter segmented
races were running now. When I got on we were a lap down in third,
I managed to get back around the leaders and get us on the lead lap
again. I stayed pretty much in second place during the rest of my run.
Our sled was fast, once I got out by myself I could pretty much run
it anywhere on the track. It turned out to be a pretty fun day of racing.
With the dirt on the track I had to work to keep my carbides on the ice,
once the carbides on your skis go your lap times really fall off, fortunately we were able to keep ours sharp and stay fast to the end. We
made a couple of changes this week that helped us big time going into
this race. Overall the sled just ran great all day, plus our crew did a fine
job in the pits to make sure we stayed on the racetrack”, Cody Bauer
said.
In 2017 Bauer and Nickels led their Polaris to the teams best ever
finish in the famed Soo I-500. Together they turned in a near flawless
performance to become the only Pure Michigan based team to finish in
54 YOUR TOTAL MOTORSPORTS PUBLICATIONS
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Pit Crewmember’s swarm the WV Racing #44 Polaris. Backed
by drivers Jake Gerrow and Kevin Vermeersch the team
finished 10th, just four laps shy of victory lane.
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John Bosek Sr. made the trek from Minnesota to cheer son
JoHn and teammate Grant Vermeersch on to a third place
finish.

©

Former Caro 150 winner’s Cadarette Collision Racing of
Alpena, MI with drivers Troy Dewald and Ryan Spencer
fought hard on their way to a solid fourth place finish.
of the green for the first 21 laps. Despite dropping back a bit, Nickels
and Cody Bauer never fell out of the hunt. They faced stiff competition
from James Hicks and Eric Zeller of Yovich Racing. In the closing laps
Nickels put mind, body and soul into staying out front to the end to
give Tommie Bauer Racing and himself that unforgettable first victory.
At the age of ‘39 some might think he’s peaked, however, like so many
THE WINNING EDGE MAGAZINE

Naithen Joseph Racing, #01 and Cody Bauer, #19 go elbow
to elbow through turn one. N.J.R. finished 15TH.
seasoned veterans on the circuit he just keeps getting better with age.
Check out our interview with Tyler on page 60-63.
After so many years it’s nice to see a long time dedicated hometown
team bring home the gold. Patience and determination really does
payoff in the long run. Tommie Bauer Racing certainly proved that in
Caro. Good Lord willing Tommie Bauer will be watching every lap once
again from heaven as the team goes for more victories in the future.
Tommie Bauer Racing was sponsored by; Team Woody’s, Lakeside
Motor Sports, TEAM, Otto’s Retreat, Sweet Grafix, leuter Insurance
Group, Auto Owners Insurance, Gladwin Tank Manufacturing, Lake
Painting, Auto Zone, Gladwin Metal Processing, Galgoci Oil Company,
Mt. Pleasant Automotive Company, Chucks Shop & Save, Shoreline
Construction, Clare Automotive, Oakridge Party Store, Bouchey &
Sons Excavating, Oman’s Construction, ZMac Transportation, Mystic
Lake YMCA, Lakeside Bar & Grille, National Pipeline Services, Auto
Solutions and The Incredible Dr. Pol
James Hicks of Cedarville, Mich., is certainly no stranger to success
at Caro, in fact in 2015 riding for Team 02 Blu Hicks and co-driver Mike
Haynes led the team to victory on a 2013 Polaris IQR 31.921 seconds
over Polaris Gen II drivers Kyle Strieter, Kevin Vermeersch and Austin
Leeck of WV Performance Racing to win the 300 lap Caro 150.
Back onboard a Polaris for 2018 for Yovich Racing Hicks was determined to scratch out his second career win on the historic and much
improved Tuscola County Fairgrounds oval. From the moment the
green flag waved Hicks and co-driver Eric Zeller were right in the thick
of the hunt for the checkered flag and victory. Running a fast steady
pace they would eventually take the lead for eight laps on lap 144.
Sadly victory was not in the cards.
“Saturday went Ok, we missed the Pro-am final by one position. We
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Fresh off a win at the season opener in Kinross, Mich., John
Bosek looked good throughout the race. Backed by codriver Grant Vermeersch the team finished third.
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Tenth place finishers WV Racing, #44 with Drivers Jake
Gerow and Kevin Vermeersch battle it out with 13th place
finishers Tommy Downing and Keith Gainforth.
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K. Schwartz Racing, #72 with drivers Joey Burch and
Antero Tarvudd ran strong all day to take 11th place.

Yovich Racing, #407 with Isaac Wolfgang and Danny Maki
stayed in the hunt all day before taking eighth.

©

©

Hoos Racing, #67 tries to hold off a hard charging John
Bosek, #11. The team backed by drivers Matt Hoos and L.J.
Quick had a great run on their way to ninth place.
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Seventh Place finishers KMW Racing, #7 with drivers Matt
Town and Luke Krentz goes ski-to-ski through turn one in
an intense battle with fifth place finishers Little Caesars
Racing, #125.
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Team Scream, #111 a popular Yamaha and Polaris team from
the 80’s and early 90’s returned to enduro racing for the
first time in decades. Backed by Bob Spears and Matt Hoos
Caro was a tune up for the 2018 Soo I-500.

Troy Dewald, #21 works to pick his way through a tight pack
going through turn three.

have been trying to tune in a Wahl Bros., rear skid setup in our halfmile sled, been struggling to get it to go around a corner smoothly.
The sled we’re driving for MIRA is last years Soo I-500 sled with our
half mile motor, it has been lowered a bit more for the shorter MIRA
format.
Qualifying never seems to go too well because we are always fighting some handling issues with the new Wahl skid, so we eventually
end up going back to our Polaris rear suspension and rails.
The 225-lap Pro Enduro went pretty good, we started 14th, ended
up, finishing second. Our sled had a lot of mid corner speed a little
over 50 laps into the race. When the track became less one-lane

racing we really started to move up in fact we led going into the final
75-lap segment. After we pitted we came out in second place behind
the leaders Tommie Bauer Racing. There were a few lappers between
us at the green flag. I began to reel them in but we started to get into
more lappers and they (Tommie Bauer Racing) took off. When the
track became dirtier we started to loose our front end along with our
cornering speed, Bauer’s driver seemed to keep their fast pace. They
deserved that win; they were fast all day long.
During the pro-enduro I usually start the race, Eric rides the middle
segment and I ride the last segment to the end of the race. When I
won here in 2015 With Team 02 Blu, we had an extremely fast sled

Yovich Racing, #414 with Drivers James Hicks and Eric Zeller and #20 Billy Skea go neck and neck through turn one.
Hicks and Zeller finished second, Skea grabbed sixth.
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Fans packed the front straightaway prior to the start of the 225-lap enduro to meet drivers and get autographs.
LEFT: Future Hall of famer Troy Dewald of Cadarette
Collision Racing was out meeting and greeting fans and
signing autographs prior to the race.

©

Below:The Caro Winter fest Mascot was out greeting fans
and wishing drivers good luck.

and everything just fell into place.
The track seemed to be wider from when I last won here. Coming
into turns one and two is safer for all of us coming in one – three sleds
wide. The track crew did an awesome job making ice with all the thawing and freezing that happened. My hat is off to those guys.
The new MIRA format is fun in part because its like three races in
one, however Eric and I are the kind of guys that that shine more when
it gets rough because of our combined 15+ years of Snow-Cross racing”, Hicks said.
Yovich Racing, #414 is sponsored by; Fire-Rite Inc. Integrated Maintenance Services, Polaris, FXR Racing, Arctic FX, Woody’s Traction,
USI Skis Camso, Mototassinari and Autore Oil.
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Cody Bauer of Tommie Bauer Racing, #19 signs an autograph
for a young fan. Little did anyone know she was getting
the signature of the eventual winner.
Most enduro snowmobile racers in their mid -late 50’s are often
found behind the scenes coaching young drivers, working on the pit
crew or helping the team in many other ways. Beyond racing a few
senior classes and sprint races their time on the oval is somewhat limited. This is not case for veteran enduro drivers John Bosek and Grant
Vermeersch who roared to a very impressive third place finish on their
Countryside Motorsports Polaris. These two old timers are not slowing down one bit, in fact in recent years they’ve gotten better with age.
In 2017 Bosek enjoyed a bit of a rebirth in his long career winning his
first major oval track pro-enduro in several years the 400 - lap pro-enduro in Mt. Pleasant, MI with co-drivers Cam and Grant Vermeersch.
One year later the old Minnesotan won the shortened 2018 Pro-Mod
Enduro 600 MIRA season opener in Kinross, MI.
“For a couple of old guys Grant and I ran a pretty good race. Getting into a little dirt took a toll on carbide and our engine had just a little
bit of sputter in her all day that never really cleared out. The #414 Yovich sled (James Hicks an Eric Zeller) was really moving there at end,
unfortunately they managed to get out a head of us and stay. The dirt
was hard on a lot of sleds especially during the last part of the race.
We did a pretty good job staying out of it whenever possible.
I can’t complain about the last few years, we closed out 2017 with a
win in Mt. Pleasant, opened 2017 with a victory in Kinross and came
out of here in third. It feels good to get these old bones out there racing once in while, especially when we’re in the hunt for a win. Our
team has really done a great job keeping us out of the pits and on the
track”, Bosek said.
Grant Vermeersch semi-retired as a full time driver at the end of the
2016 season, however, for a retired fella he sure is doing a great job
racing. Winning the final 400-lap race of the No Bull Triple Crown Series in 2017 with son Cam and John Bosek, Vermeersch appears to be
a long way from the rocking chair, in fact like Bosek he is just getting
better with age.
“We had a good day. I got on the sled for the second 75-lap stretch
and ran about 60 laps until a caution came out. John got back on and
finished out the race. It was good running out there today, a lot of
track! You just had to find the ice to run, it was there! A lot of guys were
going right down through the dirt, we did a pretty good job staying out
of it as much as possible”, Grant said.
Countryside Motorsports was sponsored by; Countryside Transportation and Service, Stack’s Market, Woody’s, Flannery Race Engines,
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Mickey’s Sleds and More, Ridge Run Farms, Richmond’s Steel, Huron
Precision Manufacturing, Weiss Equipment, Legue GFX, Brentwood
Lounge, Dufty’s Blue Water Inn, Bosek Construction, Russell Boyz
Racing, Murdoch Construction, and Dave’s Collision
Troy Dewald of Augres, Mich., has taken more victory laps over the
years on the Caro oval than any driver on the enduro circuit, however,
despite starting from the pole and turning in another fine performance
with co-driver Ryan Spencer the team would fall short of the making
top three, settling for fourth place one lap short of the another checkered flag with their Cadarette Collision Racing Arctic Cat.
“We had a really good sled, I kind of laid back at the start of the race
and let Tyler (Nickels) go before I caught him and took off, I ended up
lapping the whole field! The sled was really performing I found a good
groove and started putting down some laps. I had a blast the first 75
laps of the race.
Ryan Spencer got on and ran until we began experiencing some
problems about midway through the second 75-lap session. At first we
thought the sled broke a sway-bar which would have been impossible
to fix during the race, thankfully it turned out to be a broken limiter
strap on the front of the rear suspension which let the rear suspension all the way down. When we came into the corner it would roll right
over like the sway bar was broken, but when we got back on the gas
it would pick the skis up off the ice, it was just totally out to lunch! We
were really fortunate to finish where we did and not crash because the
thing was sure a handful to ride. We had the sled to win today, things
just didn’t work out in our favor.
I’m happy to see Tommie Bauer Racing win an enduro race; it’s
been a long time coming. They have a very good sled; Cody Bauer
and Tyler Nickels drove really well. It was great to see everything
finally coming together for them”, Dewald said.
Cadarette Collision Racing is sponsored by; Arctic Cat, Woody’s,
Speedwerx, UA LOCAL 85 Saginaw, MI, Camso, Sports Unlimited,
Saginaw Pattern & Machine Inc. Fly Racing, Rox Speedfx. Western
Power Sports Inc. SUNOCO Race Fuels and Carver Performance.
Little Caesars Racing rounded out the top five with drivers Larry
Young Jr., Bryan Ball, Anthony and Aaron Mayer grabbing fifth two laps
down on a Polaris.
Concerns the new shorter 225 lap races would have a negative affect, team and fan attendance proved unfounded, in fact crowds were
up for both days of racing despite dreary weather Sunday. The vastly
improved oval made for safe exciting ski-to-ski racing from start to
finish. Hard working crews took advantage of every cold night and day
to build what proved to be one of the best tracks ever built by the Caro
Winterfest officials. Great crowd and Great racing, who could ask for
anything more!
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Kids were not the only ones getting autographs; adults
like this nice lady were getting them from drivers like
Grant Vermeesch of Countryside Motorsports Racing.
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FOCUS
Tommie Bauer Racing - Tyler Nickels

WE: Winning Edge Magazine
TN: Tyler Nickels
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WE: Tell us a little bit about
yourself.
TN: I’m ‘39 and currently live in Alpena
Mich.; I joined Tommie Bauer Racing in
the fall of 2012 after
running seven seasons with R&R Racing.
While with R&R I enjoyed many achievements
such as multiple Sprint
Racing wins, Pro Champ, Pro
Super Stock championships,
Pro Driver of the Year, numerous
pole positions and several top five Enduro
finishes, unfortunately a pro-enduro win has always
eluded me until now.
WE: What led you to join Tommie Bauer Racing?
TN: I am and always will be grateful to the #20 and
R&R Racing, they gave a no name driver a chance,
I learned a lot while with them, however, after the
2011/2012 season I had pretty much walked away
from racing. I needed to make a change in my life
and that included a move to Alpena and going back
to college. Apparently the boys at Tommie Bauer
Racing caught wind that I was no longer with R&R
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so they contacted me
while looking for another
driver. I don’t really
know whose idea it was
but there was no way
I could tell Tommie
Bauer no, regardless of
my personal situation at
the time.
WE: Did you have any
chances to race the teams
Arctic Cat?
TN: I can’t say that I have really raced
their Cat. My first year with Tommie Bauer
Racing I qualified the Arctic Cat at the Soo I-500. We
started fifth if memory serves correctly. Cody Badour started the race that year unfortunately the sled
broke early in the race so I never got on. I have been
on the Arctic Cat several times just playing and we
have run it in the Woody’s Challenge at the Soo but
that year I parked it due to snow dust and poor visibility during the race. We just didn’t want to take the risk
with the I-500 only two days away. It is always fun to
get on the old iron; those sleds demand a whole different way of driving than the new stuff does.
WE: Did you qualifying the sled at Caro this year?
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TN: Yes, typically I do
qualify the sled, for
some reason I really
like that challenge.

Heading into turn one on
the first lap alongside
the Troy Dewald #21 I
thought we had a great
sled, as we came off
turn two I knew it! The
sled was just flawless
all day as were our
guys in the pits.
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WE: Tell us about this
machine today compared to the way it ran
and handled in 2017.
TN: Our #19 Polaris was
something special at Caro!
We’ve made a few subtle changes
to the sled and our setup since last year, it
has certainly helped. We’ve always had really good
race sleds, but in Caro it just worked great for Cody
Bauer and myself. It is always a challenge to get a
sled near perfect for different drivers; we hit the nail
on the head this time.
WE: The ice dust, cold temperatures and falling
snow forced officials to pull the plug on the Kinross
225 Enduro. In Caro you went to the other extreme
weather wise, give us a recap of the Caro Winterfest
225, did you have any problems? How did the sled
handle in the dirt? Were you able to find enough ice
to run on?
TN: What I love so much about enduro racing is the
fact our driver’s are constantly faced with a different
set of circumstances. The ice in Caro did hold up
better than I expected, but the dirt was certainly plentiful. That’s what makes this kind of racing so great.
It’s kind of like “here’s the track boys, figure it out.”
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My first 75-lap run I was
really just trying to figure out
the best way to get around the
track. After the first restart the Troy
Dewald/Ryan Spencer #21 Cadarette
Racing Arctic Cat was really putting on the pressure
so I elected to let him go by and see what I could
learn from following him. I learned he was fast!! I
was doing all I could to hang with him in the process
of getting by lap sleds as fast as I could. During that
time I simply used up the frontend that came back to
bite me by the end of the first 75 lap run. What really
put us in position to win were our incredible pit stops
and my teammate Cody Bauer who got on and got
the lap back that I lost and kept it. All I had to do was
not loose the opportunity that was given to me.
WE: The #414 sled of Yovich Racing was really moving there at the end how did you manage to put so
much distance between you in the closing laps?
TN: Yeah, their drivers James Hicks and Eric Zeller
certainly came to play!! Chad was letting me know
on the radio that he was back there and really pushing to get around me, all I could do was run my line
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and give it all I had. How I was able to stretch out the gap
between us I really don’t know, I’m not sure if they used
up the sled or just what, all I can say is our sled stayed
strong underneath me and I drove it for all it was worth.
WE: How does it feel to win a big one?
TN: This is my first pro-enduro win. Chad Bauer was doing a great job on the radio keeping me informed, where
we were and the laps we had left. For the last 30 laps
or so I was waiting for something to happen that would
take us out of it and when the white flag came out I was
prepared to carry the sled pass the finish line if I had too,
but the day was ours.
I am so very proud to be a part of this victory but I am
only a very small part of it. What Mike and Kelly Otto and
our Tommie Bauer Racing Team have done here is truly
special. This team is amazing! The hours that everyone
involved put in is what made this all happen. The time
that the sled is on track is only one tenth of one percent
of the time that actually goes into all this, I’m just one of
the lucky ones that gets to hold on to the bars.
WE: Do you like the new MIRA format and classes?
TN: I do, I think they have done a great job making
changes when they were really needed. My hats off to
everyone at MIRA for what they have done!

1. #19 Tyler Nickels/Cody Bauer - Polaris – Tommie
Bauer Racing - 225 Laps
2. #414 James Hicks/Eric Zellar - Polaris -Yovich Racing – 225 Laps
3. #11 John Bosek/Grant Vermeersch – Polaris – Countryside Motorsports – 224 laps
4. #21 Troy Dewald/Ryan Spencer-Arctic CatCadarette Collision Racing – 224 laps
5. #125 - Polaris – Larry Young Jr./Bryan Ball/Aaron &
Anthony Mayer - Polaris - Little Caesars Racing – 223
Laps
6. #20 - Billy Skea – Polaris - R & R Racing – 223 Laps
7. #7- Luke Krentz/Matt Town – Arctic Cat - KMW Racing – 222 Laps
8. #407 - Isaac Wolfgang/Danny Maki – Polaris - Yovich
Racing – 222 Laps
9. #67 John Hoos/L.J. Quick - Polaris – Hoos Racing 221 Laps
10. #44 Jake Gerow/Kevin Vermeersch – Polaris - WV
Performance Racing – 221 Laps
11. #72 Joey Burch/Antero Tarvudd - Polaris – K.
Schwartz Racing – 220 Laps
12. #57 James Heiler/Andrew Terrill - Polaris - Felzke
Farms – 217 Laps

WE: Any final comments?
TN: I would just like to thank everyone at Tommie Bauer
Racing and all of the wonderful sponsors that make this
all happen. I am so proud to have been asked to pilot the
#19 by Tommie himself, to have his grandson on the sled
with me is truly special! I am so happy Cody Bauer drives
the same sled I do; I would hate to have to race it out
against him! He is really coming into his own and will be
an absolute force in the future! This his group has opened
their arms to my girlfriend Renee and I, we really do feel
blessed and part of the family! Speaking of Renee, she
has been there to take care of all the little things that add
up to be huge! From helping me get wired up before a
race to chasing down something to eat and everything in
between, thank you!!! The #19 fan base is also huge!! All
the support from them is tremendous, thank you everyone!! Mike, Kelly, Chad, Cody, Keith, Joe, Ryan, Derrick,
Derrin, Tony, Cameron, Taylor, Phil, Larry, Renee, thank
you all!!
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13. #4 Tommy Downing/Keith Gainforth – Arctic Cat –
WV Performance Racing - 212 Laps
14. #54 Ryan McCaig/Corey Furkey – Polaris – 21l Laps
15. #01 Naithen Joseph – Polaris – Naithen Joseph Racing – 192 Laps
16. #150 Ted & Cody Ritchie – Polaris – Team Rivercity
Motorsports & Trailers – 139 Laps
17. #10 Nate Schramski/Ezra Arnold – Polaris – Countryside Motorsports - 118 Laps
18. #12 Erich Churchill/Cam Vermeersch – Polaris
Countryside Motorsports - 85 Laps
19. #27 Jon Giffel/Dave Borne – Polaris
20. #132 Aaron Celestino/Dustin Firek – Polaris – Piche
Racing
21. #111 Matt Hoos/Bob Spears – Arctic Cat – Team
Scream
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